ANALYTICS®
FOR EVERYONE
NEW! Powerful business analytics and data visualization for everyone! From the developers of SimplyMap, SimplyAnalytics is a web-based mapping, analytics, and data visualization application that makes it easy for anyone to create interactive maps, charts, and reports using thousands of data variables. Answering questions using premium demographic, business, health, and marketing data has never been easier. Explore SimplyAnalytics today!

- Create Maps Using Thousands of Data Variables
- New and Improved User Friendly Interface
- Detailed Custom Ring Study Reports
- Add Data on Millions of Businesses to Maps and Reports
- Rank Locations Using Any Variable
- Find Data and Locations Faster than Ever
- Identify Target Areas Using Advanced Data Filters
- Export Maps as PDFs or JPEGs and Reports to Excel
- Get Started Quickly with Tutorial Videos and Live Chat

support@simplyanalytics.com
www.simplyanalytics.com